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The Black Experience as Literature Culture 

“His silver pimp mobile was impounded and searched. Ten ounces of high-grade heroin was 

discovered stashed behind a headlamp of the machine.” An excerpt, from Iceberg Slim’s 

Shetani’s Sister. 

“Shetani’s Sister” is a prime example of the underground era of Urban Fiction. The plot is 

about a pimp who has a stable of prostitutes whom he gives drugs and beats into submission 

to provide an illegal business to the criminal underworld and support himself in the process. 

Urban Fiction is a genre of novels depicting the lives of African American characters living 

their daily lives as they encounter problems in their lives or in the streets surrounding both 

legal and illegal activity. 

Much of its content centers on those who write it and craft it as based on a true story or near 

biographical book with life experiences. 
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These conflicts can involve a facet of life centering on relationships, profession, and other 

sources of drama, crime, or romance as it occurs over the course of the novel. 

Urban Fiction often called Street or Hip-Hop Literature has often been looked at as a genre 

referred to as reflecting the realism of the African American community narrative. 

While readerships amass many are still unsure of the content remarked as overly graphic in 

sex, crime, and violence it’s definition as true literature varies from person to person.  

Urban Fiction novels have been placed in libraries and bookstores alike under the titling 

African American Fiction, Urban Fiction, or Street Literature as one of the many names, all 

synonymous in meaning. 

The genre has gone on to garner classics such as Sister Souljah’s “Coldest Winter Ever” and 

Donald Goines “Never Die Alone.”  

Urban Fiction has since gained a mass readership of African Americans flocking to leadership 

for novels that relate to their culture. Urban Fiction has been on the rise as times change and  

According to Sacramento Public Library records the genre is one of their highly sought over 

types of books. 

“We own approximately 3700 Urban Fiction items, and these items circulated 12,500 times in 

the last year, representing just 1.61% of our total circulations,” said Lisa Dale, the library’s 

collection manager.  

Although Urban Fiction has come a long way, it is substantial the groundbreaking demand.  
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The call for Urban Fiction novels is only rising, even with the small selections provided by 

libraries and bookstores audiences are still taking full advantage of what’s available to them. 

“The highest turnover rates of Urban Fiction circulation are at our Valley Hi-North Laguna, 

South Natomas, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Arden-Dimick locations,” said Dale.  

The authors who write in the genre are often people of color who write from experience.  

These authors draw on their past both good and bad, with some having done prison time and 

others having sold drugs the plot lines are endless filled with reality turned fiction. The novels 

often read like movies or cautionary tales that provoke the readers with realistic characters in 

the fast life that often ends up in tragedy or strife. 

Critics of the genre have come from both within and outside the African American community 

who may view the literature as less than and filled with stereotypes that threaten to derail 

and set the community back.  

Some authors have even denounced being known as Urban Fiction or Street Lit Author’s for 

the sake of the stigma of being “Ghetto” literature. 

One of those critics is Sister Souljah herself, who refuses to take on that title and instead 

prefers her work deemed Literature and simply known as both an author of Fiction and Non-

Fiction.  

According to an interview Souljah did with Publisher’s weekly she said, “I’ve said that I didn’t 

like the ‘urban fiction’ category—because mine is a global story. My stories travel the 
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landscape of both urban and suburban society. I’m a writer who writes to people from all 

different backgrounds.” 

The categorization of authors to certain genres has placed authors to choose just as a reader 

to choose what genre they like to label what kind of novels they write. The limitation may not 

fit concisely with the label it is given because of confusion that comes into play.  

This genre of literature may encompass many genres all at once as it has details of romance 

and crime interwoven, but what category does it fall into? 

The categories can range between Romance, Crime, Mystery, but all in all it’s still labeled 

‘Urban Fiction’ because of the depiction of the characters and the audience. 

Although, not without controversy from the African American community who have dubbed 

her famous novel “Coldest Winter Ever” Street Lit from its gritty content that details the life of 

Winter Santiaga daughter of a kingpin in Brooklyn during the 90s. 

“I don’t have no sob stories for you about rats and roaches and pissy-pew hallways. I came 

busting out of my momma’s big coochie on January 28, 1977, during one of New York’s worst 

snowstorms. So, my mother named me Winter.”  An excerpt from Sister Souljah’s “Coldest 

Winter Ever.” 

Overtime the term Urban has been used to define “black” or ethnic people who live in areas 

opposite of the Suburban neighborhoods and instead relabeled “inner city” or the “hood.” 
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Authors of the genre are often given a hard time, which can explain some reason to distance 

themselves from being labeled as such to avoid scrutiny. While the fans of the genre may be 

plenty, the welcoming of the genre is mixed as far as marketing and placing goes. 

“Without access to major publishers, young authors have instead sold their books in 

barbershops and beauty salons,” according to the Financial Times.  

Accessibility has made it difficult for authors to get their work to a major audience. Only after 

major success from selling their books within the community and mass following publishers 

have reached out to offer to sign publishing deals. 

The places where books are sold or borrowed have yet to provide vast selections of Urban 

Fiction while other genres are often dedicated huge sections or a whole store. People of color 

are forced to find their own market and place yet again in society that appeals to them with 

stories they can relate to. 

 “Where urban fiction excels is in its compelling portrayals of modern characters dealing with 

prison, drugs, violence and sexuality in ways that validate a segment of the black experience 

that hadn't existed much in print,” according to the Chicago Tribune.  

In Urban Fiction the public gets a more personal view from the actual perspective of African 

American’s growing up in different living conditions that others have not been used to before.  

Now people can view from the outside looking in or African American’s can essentially place 

themselves into the picture that before didn’t touch on them directly. Where they were once 

missing from fiction, they can now fit in. The narratives of African Americans have been 
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depicting by a white audience for so long, African Americans can now re-write their own 

narratives accurately and change the broken dynamics once offered to them. 

“I think the genre is great for African Americans like myself because now we have our own, we 

can have our section,” Adina, 30, an avid reader of the genre said. 

After being shut out for years, African Americans now have a genre they can call their own, as 

well as boost readership.  

“I can go to my local library Colonial Heights or the bookstore down the street from my house 

Underground Books, and just get any book,” Adina said. 

Exclusion of narrative and misinformation has led to a lack of general readership of African 

American readers of American Literature besides sanctioned course curriculum there’s no 

incentive push for African American audiences to read. 

“I think the content can be a bit dark, but it is still an important part of the culture that Black 

kids should read from 12 and up, I recommend it to all age groups that could understand it,” 

Kierra Bowens, 20, a reader of the genre said. 

Urban Fiction is proving to be the panacea for those who feel left out of the literary world, 

now there is something for everyone with the diverse literature, in which this fiction has 

books for teens and adults alike to digest the content best suitable for mature minds. 

“Prior to college, I had not known about the genre or read any of the books until reading Push 

by Sapphire,” said Bowens. 
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Push by Sapphire is a novel about a teenaged girl Claireece “Precious” Jones whose been 

continuously, mentally, and physically abused by her parents. As a result of the abuse, she 

has given birth to two children Mongo and Abdul, while her mother collects welfare for her 

and her daughter, even though Mongo stays with Precious’ grandmother. 

“I had to put the book down sometimes because there were times when I didn’t want to 

continue reading because it got so dark, and I wasn’t sure if I could continue,” Bowens said. 

The novel races topics about abuse in the African American community in the 80s and depicts 

Precious as a survivor who continues living. The novel carries themes of abuse, incest, Down 

Syndrome, AIDS, colorism and education. 

“The genre should have its own space not like segregation, but as a part of Black culture, in a 

way that American Literature has its space in American or White culture,” Bowens said. 

In addition, readership has flourished behind bars with those behind bars as well.  

In the acknowledgments to A Moment of Silence, Souljah reserves special thanks for the 

prison population for reading her work. Souljah is one of many authors who talk and visit the 

prisons to discuss her work and often allow them to contact the authors.  

The prison audience has taken to the books because as many proclaim the books have told a 

narrative like their lives, making it one route prisoners take to telling their story. 

Some notable authors like K’Wan Foye and Iceberg Slim have gone to jail because of their 

crimes they have since capitalized off with the former selling drugs and the latter’s as a Pimp.  
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Other authors have also faced death for their involvement within the genre because the 

stories have mirrored their personal life. 

Goines was known as a career criminal ranging from a rap sheet of: Pimp, arm robber, 

convict, and heroin addict according to the New York Times. 

After being inspired by Iceberg Slam’s writing and several attempts at other genres, Goines 

decide to switch to Urban Fiction to support his habit. 

“Driven by a need to support his drug habit, Goines wrote at a feverish pace, sometimes 

finishing books in less than month,” according to Mr.Moriss’ from the publishing company’s 

statement to the New York Times. 

 Goines started writing his first works while in jail to pass the time before fully becoming 

engrossed into the Urban Fiction world. 

“Driven by a need to support his drug habit, Goines wrote at a feverish pace, sometimes 

finishing books in less than month,” according to co-founder and CEO of Holloway House 

publishers, Mr.Moriss’ from the a statement to the New York Times. 

As a result of his “feverish pace” Donald Goines has sixteen books to his name all some 

variation of street life.  

According to Metro Times, “Ralph Watts, who knew Goines through neighborhood and family 

relationships, says Goines’ prose wasn’t so fictional.” 
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Many of the characters Goines wrote about existed in real life. Goines’ mixed reality with 

fiction to conjure up the novels that began to make him popular. Many of these people were 

from his neighborhood and community who sold drugs, did drugs, or had prostitution rings 

as pimps. 

The death of Donald Goines has many theories with one being his role in fictionalizing the 

underworld he was a part of.  

Goines and his significant other at the time were found dead at his home at age 37 October 

31, 1974. 

Mystery circulates the nature of his death with speculation of his novels too close to the lives 

of his inspirational subjects, drug use, and criminal past. 

In death the success of his books continues as the genre gets more and more popular among 

people today. 

His death also shows that Urban Fiction and its links to culture mixing fiction with truth can 

be a conflict of interest that implicates people in crimes and various other facets of life that 

attract people to the genre for its closeness and likeness to real life. 

Instead of allowing the literature exclusion continue authors have written for themselves and 

within their selves they have found a target audience. 

Those who don’t understand are on the outside looking in in terms of analyzing the value it 

has brought to the community that the Black audience is even reading at all no matter the 

content. 
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Authors positive attitude toward their audience allows the Black Experience to thrive because 

they know whom their writing for: average citizens, drug dealers, pimps, and prisoners alike 

can all identify what is happening within the content.  

Urban Fiction has even crossed over to other facets of entertainment influencing the scripts 

of movies, artists, and music for the African American community. 

Many authors have seen their books go from screen plays to big and small screens around the 

world.  

For instance, Sapphires’ “Push” was turned into 2009’s Precious and Donald Goines’ “Never 

Die Alone,” by its same name was released in 2003. These stories both started from the books 

which gained popularity leading to a push for movies to be made, attracting an audience to 

the stories behind the films.  

Another cross over has taken place in the Hip Hop music industry with the artists and their 

songs. Prime examples of both Iceberg Slim and Donald Goines have transcended over to 

influence in the Hip Hop world.  

Both Ice Cube and Ice T got their names from Iceberg Slim, from Cube’s behavior and the 

latter’s fascination with the books.  

Goines received some attention from rapper Nas’ track “Black Girl Lost” where both the 

concept and the song spin a tale like the books plot. 

“Pusherman's whip, callin police when you flip/can't understand it, yo it should be a throne 

for us,” Nas’ “Black Girl Lost.” 
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Nas among many other artists inhibit the style, rhetoric, or language of Goines times as 

influence to craft songs that will reach their audiences who may or may not know of Goines 

contributions to the culture as just one example of ways Urban Fiction has crossed over. 

All artists have recognized their influence from the content showcasing that these books have 

resonated with them in ways that transcend media and transcend to other types of 

entertainment. 

These are not just books, but content that reflect and impact the Black Culture. The genre has 

provided both access and voice to a culture in times of violence, abuse, and progression in 

Black society. 

Regardless of the explicit nature and contents of these books the genre has continued to 

flourish with authors around the world gaining fame from their storytelling on either side of 

the spectrum of critics. 

 

 

 

 

 


